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A. INTRODUCTION
L

w

The attached photograph shows the current arrangement of a Platecoi!
heat exchanger which uses LN2 on the inside of parallel tubes, in
counter flow to the test cell engine exhaust gases which are drawn
through a box surrounding the plates by the existing vacuum blow-
ers. As a result of inadequate performance and special test data it
was decided to redesign the system to accommodate an Apollo RCS
engine.

B. CHARACTERIZATION OF EXISTING SYSTEM

Test LN 2 - 3 (TR-329-002) was used to determine tube and sheil
side heat transfer coefficients for the system (Table I). At the 68
second ,_crk it should be noted that only sensible heat is trans-

4

. ferred, i.e., at an exit temperature of 35OF no ice formation •
would be occurring since the H20 vapor pressure in the bulk gas !

_ phase is higher than in the inlet vapor stream. During this test ,
_ the LN 2 rate was 2.5 gpm on the average. The Platecoil catalogue
_:" 5-63 indicates that each tube is about i" in I.D. with a wall thick-
_ ness of 083." There are 84 tubes, each 47" in length_-_ • ° f;

- At a cell pressure of .2079 psia (68 second mark) Altitude Predic- ,

tion m_thods (TR-329-OOI) yield a rate of 91.5 scfm through the

exchanger. Since there are 84 tubes this would be about i scfm per I
tube.

The composition of the gases at the heat exchanger inlet was taken
to be:

Volume

H2 - 8.3

, N2 - 33.3

CO 2 - 6.8
CO - 9.2

H20 - 40. i

CH 4 - 2.1
99.8
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It should be noted that at I scfm per tube, with AOZ H20 by volume
in the inlet gas, the heat load to fzeeze all the water would be

., 22.4 BTU/min. At an LN2 rate of 2.5 gpm (.0285 gpm/tube) there is
; only 17 BTU/min available on the N2 side if a constant T of .v.

:., -320OF is to be maintained, i.e., there is _nadequate LN2 to do
the job of removing water and sensible heat.

; .+i The conditions for characte.izing the system are summarized in the
following sketch:
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The rate of heat transfer Q (BTU/hr) for this case, neglecting wall
and ice resistances, is given by:

-, Q = 2 L (T i - TO) "_
1 1

i

Rh. +
1 0

Where L = length of tube

" Ti : inside bulk temperature

To = outside bulk temperature

: R = Radius of tube " " I

hi = inside coefficient of heat transfer

ho = outside coefficient of heat transfer

The rate of heat transfer is also given by:

!
!

Q = rnE_ aT : (gas flowrate) (heat capacity) (430-35°F) ]

since only sensible heat is transferred from the gas side.
_

,: So Q = 1 scfm x iib mole x 7.5 BTU (395°F) ._,

M,_ 359 ft 3 ib mole OF

Q = 8.25 BTU : 495 8TU

min hr
t

#

_ J

I
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On the outside we have forced convection heat transfer, therefore,
)I as an approximation, we can employ a correlation for flow normal to

a cylinder (see attached Figure from McAdams). There are eight
channels in the heat exchanger, therefore, dividing the flow by
eight gives us a velocity of 1820 ft/min past the cylinders. Cor-
recting for temperature and pressure (we're at .2 psi and 230°F on

]i the average as opposed to 14.7 psi and 32OF for standard condi-tions) gives a value of .00054 ib/ft 3 for the gas density re-
sulting in a Reynold's number of approx. I00. This gives a Nusselt
number, Nu, of 5 and an outside heat transfer coefficient of
i 2 BTU/hr ft 2 OF.• I

o

Using a mean outside temperature of 230°F we get:

hi = 3.36 BTU/hr ft2 OF

As a check we can compute the inside coefficient from a forced #
, convection correlation for flow inside a tube:

_ ° • !_ h. = k (.023) (Re) 8 _Pr) 4
_" D

At a Reynold's number of 1317 we get: i
: i

hi = I1.5 BTU/hr ft2 OF

Remember, however, that this correlation is for turbulent flow,
therefore, it's not unusual to get a higher number for h i since
our Reynold's number is only 1317• Therefore, an inside coefficient
of 3•36 is realistic.

Before we use this information to redesign the system it is worth _-4
mentioning that in forced convection boiling (see attached notes)
the heat transfer coefficient will rise significantly and then I
fall off again as one goes down the tube• This might explain the I

"fact (see LN 2 -3 test data) that the skin T on the outside of the
tube is highest at the middle for most of the run.
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'- i_ 10.2.4 Forced-Convection Boiling ,,,
.

._ Forced-conver'ion boiling is usually associatedwhh boiling from the inner

i surface of a heated tube through which a liquid is flowing. Bubble growth and :
separation are strongly influenced by the'flow velocity, and hydrodynamic

4, effects are significantly different than those corresponding to pool boiling. The
;, process is complicated by the existence ofdLTerent two-phase flow patterns that

,_;eclude the development of generaliz'd theories.
, Consider flow development in the heated tube of Figure J0.5. Heat transfer

to the subcooled liquid which enters the tube is initially by forced convection
" _ and may be predicted from the co ;elations of Chapter 8. However, boiling is

• soon initiated, with bubbl_ appearing at the surface growing and being carried
: into 1he mainstream of the liquid. There is a sharp increase in the convection +
• _ heat transfer coefficient associated with this bubblyflow regime. As the volume _-
• [ fraction of the vapor increases, individual bubb)es coalesce to form plugs or !
• ! slugs of vapor. This slug-flow regime is followed by an mmular-flov, r:gime in "

:_! which the liquid forms a film. This film moves along the inner surface, while

vapor moves at a faster velocity through the core of the tube. The heat transfer _,
coefficient continues to increase through the bubbly flow and much of the

. _ a)',mlar-flow regimes. However, dry spots eventually appear on the inner surface,

Licluid_ {
iBubbles Uquidfilm_ dropletsI !i

: xP ;--:-:-:-:-:'-_P:--:--:_!*____P,'JI ..... "..... :'" "'"!) - ,'• -'_.'- " _ ...... VIDO"¢Oqle- • _ -- -- " """_---¢> ....._ .._.,,_.,_ ,,. _---r_( . ......... ._ .- . c--._ E_'-,t ...... "7" .......................:..:--.<.I- f

+ 70
Bubbly Trans)- t

"_ andSlug Annul_r t_on Mist

Flowregime -- _"'_" _ - n 8_:

t

•"r ! [ )
S_l_rlted S4turlted

liquid v_por
Distancefrom inlet

Figure 10.S Flow regimes tot Iorc,e_-conveclion boiling insiclsS tubs.
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_ C. DESIGN OF A HIGHER CAPACITY SYSTEM '.
r

The configuration chosen for the future mooified system ccording to
, I.D. Smith will be three heat exchangers per test ce]i ,_ach in line

with two blowers. At any time two heat exchangers will ,e utilized
while the third is being regenerated due to ice buZlduo. Therefore,
half the total gas flow from an Apollo RCS will go throuf,h each o

we now have to design for 2 scY',per tuoeexchanger. As a result, " .

i Also we'll set the outlet gas temperature at 32°F and pr;vide
enough LN2 to theoretically freeze out 1/2 the H20 enteiine the
exchanger.
f

The amount of H20 to _ theoretically removed is:

1 (.4) (2 scfm) (1 lb mole) = .00!11 ib moles
Z 359 min

' " l i

00111 ib mole H20 x 111 _ BTU x 18 lb = 22 3 BTU
:% min _ -I--i-5-mole mi

The sensible heat load is ~ 9.4 BTb/min. With a total heat load of

32 BTU/min we need about twice the previous LN2 rate, i.e., we now
need .0570 gpm of LN2 per tube or 5 gpm for the entire exchanger.

Based on the previous discussion of forced convection boiling and a i
: higher LN2 rate it's probable that we'll have a higher hi this

time, however, we'±l Oesigr zonservatively and use the same hi and
ho" i

With a lc_. " =2 BTU/min (4 times as great as the previous case) we
need 4 times t._e original length.

'r

In summary, our conservativ_ estimate yields, for the same L
configuration:

a) 4 x the existing length I

b) 5 gp,nLN2
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' Lastly, it is worth looking at whether a finned tube arrangement •
will provide any advantages. Aerording to Ludwig (Applied Process
Design for the Chemical Industries, Vol. 3) "Economically, the
outside coefficient should be about 1/5 or less than the inside to

; make a finned unit look attractive." They have a general chart _'
which gives the reduction in number of tubes on the ordinate and the
following expression on _he abscissa:

1 X i

1 _ 1• Fii + ri _oo + ro ,
t

An abscissa value of 2.38 shows a 20% reduction in the number of

tubes required vJith fins employed. Therefore, it is recommended
that the current non-fin configuration be utilized.

; D. RECO.:MENDATI_NS

i: I) Relocate exchanger outside test stand with a stronger box.

-_ 2) Provide 5 gpm of LN2 per exchanger

3) Use the identical units now in use only add more units to the i

system in series if necessary. In this regard it would be bes' to i
st_-t witn _ne exchanger at the higher LN 2 flow and observe the
performanc, of the system. If insufficient keep adding modules in
serle_ _nt_i the required performance is met.

4; _s previou.sly indicated, one exchanger will be regenerated due
to ice buildup while the other two are in operation. Data taken by
A. Rakow on 5-27-83 at Test Stand 400 indicates a linear buildup of
ice at the inlet section of the exchanger. In fact, toward the end
ofthe run (Vernier RCS) the off center left and right side plate
buildup was close to occluding the flow, i e , regeneration is "%
important.

S
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ADDENDUM

, In addition to determining the heat exchanger configuration required
_or testing an Apollo RCS it was decided to determine the necessary
design for a _ernier RCS as well as a procedure for regenerating the
exchangers through ice melt off.

Vernier

Test VRCS 2-118 (5-27-83) was used to analyze the vernier case. In
this test the burn rate was .093 ibs/sec and at a cell pressure of
.07 psia the inlet and o'Jtlet gas temperatures were 250OF and
32°F respectively

Use of the same analytical approach as the Apollo yields the data
given in Table I. Most notable is the fact that in the vernier case
only 1 gpm of LN 2 is needed and only 1/2 to 1 module is
necessary. Therefore, if one set of two blowers can maintain
altitude only one series of heat exchangers will do the job. TheP

recommended scheme for an Apollo vs. a vernier is summarized in
Figure 1.

Regeneration

A melting procedure could be the use of hot air or GN 2 on the
inside _ _ the tubes with gravity collection of a maximum of
2.0 gal-_ns of liquid.
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TABLE I. APOLLO -VS- VERNIER RCS

APOLLO VERNIER

Test Data
1

Gas Rate/Tube, scfm i scfm .43

Cell Pressure, psia .2 .07
&

I
!

Anticipated Rate Based on 2 scfm .48 '
1 Stiochiometry per Tube

1 .
:i Inlet Gas Temperature 430°F 250°F

Outlet Ca5 Temperature 35OF 32OF
7

Heat Load per Tube if 1/2 Incoming 32 BTU/min 7 BTU/min
!,

H20 is Remove_

, i
,: Area Required 3-4 Modules 1/2 - 1 j

!

LN 2 Required 5 gpm i gpm !

LN2 Actually Used in Test 2.5 gpm 1 gpm (_ot
(average) reliable)

L -
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• NOTE: It is conceivabi_ that four modules are not required,
therefore, to start it is recommended that only two modules

" be built and tested. If more are needed they can be added
later.

F IGURE 1 .*


